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In a world characterized by constant change and volatility, what is considered new
today may become obsolete tomorrow. The landscape is marked by ambiguity and
uncertainty, emphasizing the importance of not just 'what to learn' but 'how to
learn.' In navigating the complexities of the VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex,
ambiguous) world, learners must possess the ability not only to acquire knowledge
but also to actively engage in its creation.
We recognize that learning extends beyond the acquisition of content or
information; it encompasses the vital skill of 'learning about learning' itself.
Experiential or hands-on learning serves as a cornerstone of our pedagogical
approach, empowering learners to understand the process of learning.
Through experiential learning, our students actively participate in experiences,
reflecting on them from various perspectives, integrating observations and
realizations, and ultimately developing their understanding. This approach equips
them with the skills and mindset necessary to thrive in an ever-evolving future.
At ASN, we are committed to fostering a learning environment where students not
only absorb knowledge but also become adept at creating it. 
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<Learning is a dynamic process where knowledge
emerges from the transformation of experience.=



SAVE GIRL CHILD
The students of Grade V B. organized a
special assembly on 9th October 2023,
dedicated to the crucial topic of "Save Girl
Child." The assembly was a resounding
success, serving as a powerful platform to
raise awareness about the pressing issues
surrounding gender inequality and the
imperative need to protect and empower
girls in our society. 
The assembly was a significant step toward
creating a more inclusive and equitable
society where every girl can flourish and
realize her potential. Dance, song, skit and
many more items presented by the ASNites
enthralled the audience throughout. 
It succeeded in igniting a sense of
responsibility among the school community
and inspired concrete actions to support
girls' education and gender equality.
The UPW In-Charge Ms. Rakhi Kapoor,
stated, "Our school is committed to
fostering an environment where every girl
child feels valued, empowered, and
supported."
The impact of this assembly is expected to
resonate far beyond the school gates,
inspiring individuals to actively work
towards saving and empowering the girl
child.



MAKE IDEAS HAPPEN

 “There's a way to do it better - find it."     
- Thomas Edison 

The enthusiastic Grade III A students
conducted a captivating special assembly
centered around the theme, 'Make Ideas
Happen'. In their thought-provoking role-
play, they shed light on the significant
contributions of Indian prodigies to the
world, emphasizing the transformative
power of a small spark of inspiration,
coupled with determination and hard work,
in turning ideas into reality. 
A splendid piece of music followed by a
pulsating dance performance delighted
everyone. Principal Ms. Swarnima Luthra
congratulated the students for their
exceptional presentation and encouraged
them to continue fostering innovation and
creativity in all their endeavors.



CHILDREN - THE HOPE AND FUTURE OF INDIA
The vibrant students of Grade III C
joyously celebrated Children's Day
with a special assembly on the theme
'Children: The Hope & Future of India.'
The enchanting start with a melodious
song captivated everyone, followed
by a poignant poem praising children
and a role-play emphasizing their
crucial role in shaping the nation's
future. The lively mash-up of dances
concluded the splendid presentation,
leaving a lasting impression of
merriment and enthusiasm.



EMPATHY - THE WAY TO HEAL THE WORLD
<Breaking barriers to foster
inclusivity and development for
all.=
A special assembly was organized
by Class IV B on the occasion of
International Day of Persons with
Disabilities on the theme, 'Empathy
- The Key to Heal the World'. The
assembly featured enlightening
thoughts in English and Hindi, ASN
News, a Hindi poem, and a
thought-provoking skit portraying
societal attitudes towards the
disabled. The class choir
performed an uplifting song, 'Aao
Hum Sab Haath Milayein,' and the
assembly concluded with an
energetic dance, urging everyone
to embrace love and respect for
the differently-abled. In-charge Ms.
Rakhi Kapoor commended the
students, encouraging them to
cultivate empathy and draw
inspiration from the lives of
differently abled.



8YOUR RIGHTS GIVE YOU A VOICE9
*HARMONY IN RIGHTS

The students of Grade IV D
commemorated Human Rights Day
with great vigour and enthusiasm.

A special assembly was conducted on
the theme, 'Your Rights Give You a
Voice'. Their stirring role-play
eloquently showcased the rights,
duties, and responsibilities of children,
complemented by a euphoric song
and a captivating dance that left
everyone enthralled. This celebration
not only showcased the students'
creativity but also instilled a deeper
understanding of the significance of
human rights in their hearts.

Acknowledging their commendable
efforts, In-charge Ms. Rakhi Kapoor
not only congratulated the students
but also inspired them to consistently
prioritize fulfilling duties before
exercising their rights.



JOY TO THE WORLD
SHARING SMILES & FESTIVAL VIBES !

Grade III E students illuminated the
surroundings with warmth and
cheer during their special
Christmas assembly. Their
heartwarming presentation on the
theme, 'Joy to the World',  
emphasizing the need of sharing
and caring to make this world a
happier place, was appreciated by
everyone present. The delightful
mix of Christmas Carols and an
energetic dance performance truly
captured the essence of Christmas,
spreading happiness and joy. 
Ms. Rakhi Kapoor, In-charge UPW,
conveyed her best wishes to the
students and encouraged them to
create a positive impact through
small acts of kindness.



��Ā�ā āā ��ÿ�Ā þ�ý�ÿ ýĂĀþĂÿ
The students of upper primary
wing visited ��ÿ�Ā þ�ý�ÿ
ýĂĀþĂÿ āÿ �ÿā . It was indeed a
thrilling and great learning
experience for them. The
students viewed various
exhibits ranging from painting
and drawing to sculpture and
installation art. They
enthusiastically participated in
workshop on coaster-making
and tote bag painting which
offered them a unique chance
to learn new techniques and
skills from experienced artists.



ROAD SAFETY WORKSHOP
SAFETY FIRST IS SAFETY ALWAYS 

An engaging session unfolded to instill
Road Safety Awareness among young
students, emphasizing the collective
responsibility for road safety. Led by
Mr. Umang Bagla, Ms. Neeti Bagla
from Young Indians Noida, and TSI Mr.
Rakesh from Noida Police, the
interactive session enlightened
students on crucial traffic rules, urging
them to not only adhere to these rules
but also advocate for responsible
road behavior. During the session,
participants received a Family Report
Card on Road Safety, encouraging
them to assess their understanding of
traffic regulations. The event left
students not only informed but also
inspired, reinforcing the idea that  
safety is a small investment for a rich
future.



ýÿā ÿĂāĀāÿĀÿ ÿĂā� þþÿ – Ăāāÿ ýÿ�Ăā ÿýĀăý�ăā
 ASN conducted Sony BBC -Feel Alive
Campaign on 16th January 2024. The
unique activities designed for the
campaign empowered and informed
students about the world around them
through awareness, understanding
and action. During the session, an
informative AV- based interaction was
also held where the students got a
chance to win prizes for their
observation and knowledge. This
program helped students appreciate
the world they live in .

WORKSHOP FOR STUDENTS ON HEALTH & HYGIENE 



 ART & CRAFT WORKSHOP 



DIWALI CRAFT WORKSHOP



कौ>ल MAHA - उ�स= 
Maha - उ�स= at ASN: Showcasing
Young Talents 
कौ>ल Maha - उ�स= at ASN was a
vibrant celebration of innovation,
creativity, and entrepreneurial spirit,
where young and budding
entrepreneurs exhibited their
remarkable talents. Showcasing their
skills through a diverse array of
handcrafted products and services,
the event demonstrated their
dedication, skills and ingenuity.
Guest of Honour Shri Ajit Kumar,
Founder Khushigram & MD,
Khushigram Foundation and Mr. Nikhil
Jain, Director Sanicon Sustainable
Solutions received a warm welcome
by the School Principal Ms. Swarnima
Luthra.
The skills fest was a platform that not
only displayed the products but also
served as a melting pot of ideas and
inspirations. Visitors had the chance
to engage with the creators, gaining
insights into the creative processes
and the stories behind each product.
It fostered an environment of learning
and collaboration, enabling the
students to become job creators
rather than job seekers.
कौ>ल Maha - उ�स= at ASN served as a
testament to the power of youth
entrepreneurship, igniting inspiration
and showcasing the potential of these
young talents, laying the foundation
for a promising future and help us
realize our dream of self reliant India.



कौ>ल MAHA - उ�स= 



LIBRARY ACTIVITY-15 DAYS READING CHALLENGE

It is said, "Books are a uniquely portable magic." To give wings to the imagination of the
students and unveil the hidden wonders of Literature "15 Days Reading Challenge " was
given to the students of the upper primary wing. The voracious readers spent time
reading as many books as they could, narrated stories, made videos and PPTs highlighting
the benefits of reading for all.



 For sustaining an ecological balance on this
earth, animals and plants are as valuable as
humans. Wildlife includes flora and fauna, that
is, plants, animals and micro-organisms that
are not domesticated by humans. On the
other hand, conservation is the preservation
and protection of wild plants, animals and
their habitats. Therefore, wildlife
conservation is necessary to recognize the
importance of nature and  to protect
endangered plants and animal species as
well as their natural habitat so that future
generations of wildlife and even humans can
enjoy them. To understand the importance of
the same, the students of upper primary
wrote meaningful slogans on the theme
8Wildlife Conservation9.

SLOGAN WRITING ACTIVITY ON WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 



Upper primary wing
observed <Environment
Week= with the aim to create
awareness among the
students on waste
management .
A lot of  hands-on and
thought provoking activities
under the theme 8Trash to
Treasure9  were held  in which
the students participated
wholeheartedly.
A video on 8Waste
Management was shown
which introduced the three
Rs – Reduce, Reuse and
Recycle.   

The students learnt to
compost at school campus,
participated in cleanliness
drive, segregated waste in
different coloured dustbins
for dry and wet waste.
Posters were  also made by
the students on the topic  
<Safe Ways of Garbage
Disposal=.  At the end,
students were quizzed on
their knowledge of items that
can be reduced, reused and
recycled. This was a simple
way of making the students
contribute to Swachh Bharat
Abhiyaan. 

A fruitful week-long learning
came to an end with
everyone being made aware
of the need to save the
environment and doing their
bit for a cleaner and greener
Mother Earth.

INTEGRATED PROJECT ACTIVITY



 ASN Sr. Sec. School and
Tran Quoc Toan Primary
School in Vietnam
collaborated to host an
engaging virtual session for
Grade 5 students. This
interactive exchange
painted a vivid picture of
shared stories, laughter, and
the thrill of new beginnings.
The students from both
schools shared insights
about their schools, favorite
activities, and what adds joy
to their learning
experiences. Beyond
academics, they opened up
about hobbies, cherished
things, and daily routines,
weaving a rich connection of
understanding and
friendship across borders.

TRANSFORMING CLASSROOMS INTO REALMS OF SHARED DREAMS



 
Grade 3 students of ASN
SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
had an enriching interactive
session with their
counterparts from a
prestigious school in the
United Kingdom. They
exchanged their insights and
projects on Climate Action,
focusing on combating Plastic
Pollution. Additionally,
ASNites shared the
traditional recipe of Makke ki
Roti and Sarson ka Saag,
while their peers shared a
recipe for sponge cake. It was
delightful to witness the
young learners engage in
meaningful discussions about
conservation efforts for our
planet, reflecting their
genuine concern for the well-
being of Mother Earth.

�Āÿÿÿ�ā�ÿā �Ă�āĂÿÿĀ ĀĀÿ �ĀÿĀÿÿă�ā�Āÿ



School Immersion Program
- <Learning to know &

Learning to Live Together= 



COMMUNITY SERVICE 



QRIOSITY
The Final Round of Inter-house Qriosity
(Quiz) took place on December 29, 2023, for
enthusiastic quiz participants in the upper
primary wing. Following the preliminary
round, teams representing Bose, Edison,
Newton, and Raman were chosen to
compete in the final round.The quiz
featured a diverse range of knowledge-
based and engaging rounds, including
'Geographic Wonders,' 'Sports Spectrum,'
'Tech Trivia,' and 'Linguistic.' Each team
participated wholeheartedly, adding to the
excitement of the event.



POSTER-MAKING



VEER BAL DIWAS

Recalling the Supreme Sacrifice of Guru
Gobind Singh’s sons 
ASN conducted a plethora of activities to
commemorate Veer Bal Diwas on 26th
December 2023.



Math Fair - Mathletica 
Mathletica – Math Fair was organised on
23rd December to mark the birth
anniversary of legendary Indian
Mathematician , Srinivasa Ramanujan. A
day full of fun and amusing activities was
organised where the students of  primary
wing showcased their mathematical skills.
The students played number games,
demonstrated polyhedrons, solved
crossword puzzles and sudoku among
many other activities. The students also
presented the life and work of various
famous Indian mathematicians,
Ramanujan and Aryabhatta,  highlighting
their invaluable contribution in the fields of
mathematics, astronomy and sciences. It
gave students an opportunity to share
various mathematical techniques for quick
calculations. It is indeed a great idea to
spread love for Maths. The students had an
interactive session with parents which was
well appreciated by all.The School Principal
Ms Swarnima Luthra graced the occasion
and appreciated the students for their
dedication and hard work.



Math Fair - Mathletica 



REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION
" Remembering our roots, celebrating our future." 

ASN School celebrated India's 75th Republic Day with great fervor and patriotism. The entire
school campus was adorned with tricolor decorations, and the atmosphere was filled with
patriotic zeal. The celebration commenced with the hoisting of the national flag by the School
Principal, Ms. Swarnima Luthra. This was followed by a series of cultural programmes showcasing
the rich cultural heritage of India. The students from various grades presented patriotic songs,
dance performances, and poems depicting the struggles and achievements of our freedom
fighters and the importance of democracy. School Principal Ms Swarnima Luthra extended her
best wishes and urged the students to contribute to India's journey as a developed nation.

The celebration concluded with the rendition of the national anthem, leaving a lasting impression
of pride and patriotism among students, reinforcing their commitment to the ideals of
democracy and unity.



REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION



þÿĀÿÿā �ÿÿāýÿþþ C�ý�ĀÿÿāþĀÿĀ ÿā ý��
ASN Senior Secondary School, Mayur Vihar-1 embraced the spirit of Basant Panchami, a vibrant
festival marking the onset of spring and dedicated to the worship of Goddess Saraswati, the
epitome of knowledge, wisdom, and artistry. The Students, teachers, and staff gathered in joyous
celebration, paying homage to the divine source of learning and creativity. 



��� ÿāÿÿþÿāÿ�āþĀ �āĂĀýþÿ'Ā Ā��
On February 17th, 2024, ��� �ÿÿþĀ� �ÿýĀÿþ��� �ýýĀĀ� joyously celebrated its Founder's Day with
immense enthusiasm. The primary wing students, accompanied by School Principal Ms. Swarnima
Luthra and wing in-charges, extended heartfelt birthday wishes to the esteemed Founder
Chairman, Shri K.L. Luthra ji.
The celebration was a vibrant affair, filled with cheerful birthday songs and mesmerizing dance
performances that added joy and laughter to the occasion, creating unforgettable memories.
Teachers and members of the administration department also conveyed their warm wishes to sir,
praying for his continued health and happiness in the years ahead.
It was truly a memorable and heartfelt tribute to the visionary leader whose dedication has
shaped the essence of ASN Schools.



��� ÿāÿÿþÿāÿ�āþĀ �āĂĀýþÿ'Ā Ā��



ÿāÿāþ�ý��āă ý ĀĂĀāā� ĂĂ ă��Āā!
�þþ þÿÿþĀ� þÿýĀÿþ��� þýýĀĀ�, ý��þ� �þý��-Ā is delighted to announce that we have been honored
as the ýþÿÿÿ�-þā þýýĀĀ� ĀĀ ýýÿ �ÿ�� āÿāĂ-āă for our outstanding contributions through the Road
Safety Club. This prestigious recognition was bestowed upon us at the Prize Distribution &
Commemorative Function held at Adarsh Auditorium on February 18th, 2024.
School Principal, Ms. Swarnima Luthra, along with our dedicated student delegates,  received the
trophy and a cash prize of ₹11,000 from the Chief Guest, Shri HGS Dhaliwal, IPS, Special
Commissioner of Police/Traffic, Delhi.
We extend our heartfelt gratitude to the Delhi Police for acknowledging and appreciating our
efforts.                   



DAY ADVENTURE CAMP AT ROCKSPORT



DAY ADVENTURE CAMP AT ROCKSPORT



ANNUAL SPORTS DAY
�þā �ÿÿþ�ÿ� þāĀÿāĀ Ā�� ����: ýÿÿāÿÿý
ÿþ�þāÿĀÿĀ, �ýÿÿāÿÿý þÿýāĀÿÿÿĀ!
The Primary Wing of ASN Senior Secondary
School celebrated its Annual Sports Day 2024
on March 6th, 2024, within the school
premises. 
ĀĀ. þĄ�ÿÿÿþ� ÿĂāþÿ�, āþÿ þýþĀĀý �ÿÿÿýÿā�ý, �ÿþ
Āÿ. ý�Āÿÿă ÿĂāþÿ�, āþÿ Ā�ÿ�ýÿÿý ĀÿÿÿýāĀÿ,
graced the occasion, witnessing the young
sports enthusiasts compete in various field
events.The event commenced with the sports
contingents from Grades 1 to 5 marching
resplendently, showcasing their true spirit of
sportsmanship and unity. Subsequently, the
students participated in various flat and fun
races, along with engaging in drills such as
Swirling Butterflies, Champions Conquest,
Spring Fiesta, and Lezim Drill. A fusion of
Aerobics and Taekwondo showcased various
kicks and brick breaking techniques, leaving
the audience stunned.
The wonderful day concluded with the Prize
Distribution Ceremony, where the winners of
the field events were awarded medals by the
School Principal.



ANNUAL SPORTS DAY



ASN Senior Secondary School
applauds the remarkable
achievements of the champions at
the CBSE Central Zone Skating
Championship held at GR
International School, Bawana.
Ayush Gupta,U-10 Quads-1000
metres: Gold Medal
Ayush Gupta,U-10 Quads-500 metres:
Silver Medal
Divya,U-8 Quads- 500 metres: Silver
Medal
Ahan Mukherjee,U-14 Quads- 500
metres: Silver Medal
Ashish Kumar,U-16 Quads-1000
metres: Silver Medal
Arghya Mehta,U-16 Inline-300 metres:
Bronze Medal
Congratulations! Your hard work,
dedication, and sportsmanship are
truly commendable. Keep up the
fantastic work!

Congratulations to Ayush on winning the
Bronze medal at the CBSE National Skating
Tournament  in the 1000 mtrs race at
Gurugram Global Heights School, Haryana!
May Ayush continue to excel in future
endeavors!

ASNITES BRING LAURELS 



ASNITES BRING LAURELS 



(Session - 2023-2024)
Name of the Event

  /Competition
Full Name of the Student Class & Section Position

ENGLISH CALLIGRAPHY  Vaibhavi Joshi III A I

  Pranya Bhatt III A II

  Harshil III A III

  Aryan Mahaseth III B l

  Shashvat Mishra III B ll

  Aayog Singh III B lll

  Anvi Pal lll C l

  Manasvi Rawat  lll C ll

  Parnika Rastogi  lll C lll

  Anaya Rohilla III D I

  Aadvik Singh  III D II

  Swara jain III D III

  Raghav Das III E I

  Aarya Kwatra III E II

  Drishya Arora III E III

  Reyansh Singh IV A I

  Pranya Jain IV A II

  Abhinav Pandey IV A III

  Soumya Bansal  IV B I

  Divisha Sharma  IV B II

  Varuni IV B III

  Aradhya Malani IV C I

  Mahika Negi IV C II

  Sheli IV C III

  Aaradhya S. IV D I

  Shanaya Chaterjee IV D II

  Akshat Singh IV D III

 
Aaradhya
  Kejriwal 

IV E I

  Aadhya Kumari  IV E II

  Aashi Chaurasiya  IV E III

  Priyanshi V A I

  Pragun V A II

  Kanishka V A III

  Samarth Sharma V B I

  Vihaan Chhabra V B II

  Aditya Tiwari V B III

  Aviral Chaurasia V C I

  Avani Gotam V C II

  Arjan Panesar V C III

  Yashvi Miglani V D I

  Mantavya Singh  V D II

  Mohd. Saad V D III

  Eva Joshi V E I

  Shivansh V E II

   Gauri Mudgal V E III

INTRA SCHOOL COMPETITIONS



Name of the Event
  /Competition

Full Name of the Student Class & Section Position

Qriosity( Quiz) Tejas  Gupta  III D Winner 

  Rajvardhan IV C Winner 

Reet III E Winner 

  Aaradhya   Saraswat IV D Winner 

  Ishaan  V C Winner 

  Adamya Singh V B Winner 

  Manasavi III C First runner up

  Kanishka 
III D
   

First runner up

  Pranya Jain IV A First runner up

  Aaditya Mandal IV D First runner up

  Arjan Panesar V C First runner up

  Avni Sinha  V A First runner up

       

  Manaya  III E
Second  runner up

  Aayog Singh III B
Second  runner up

  Akshat Singh IV D
Second  runner up

  Deveshee IV E
Second  runner up

  Sarthak Sahu   V B
Second  runner up

  Raghav Nagpal V  D
Second  runner up

INTRA SCHOOL COMPETITIONS



Name of the Event/Competition Full Name of the Student Class & Section Position

50 M FLAT RACE GIRLS  Mysha III-A I

  Khushika III-B II

  Aradhya Ghildiyal III-C III

50 MTR FLAT RACE BOYS Jayaditya Singh Bhandari
III E

I

  Arhan Khan III C II

  Akashdeep Singh Chinmi III D III

CATCH ME BOYS
Samar Singh
Varshit Tomar

III A I

  Moxit Chaudhary, Atharv Mudgal III E II

 
Arnav Negi, Devansh Gupta
    

III C III

BUNNY BOUNCE GIRLS Riddhi, Shailika Grover III A I

 
Aarna Jain,
Sanskriti Gupta

III B
  

II

  Ananya Rohilla, Navika Gupta III D III

FLAT 50 M BOYS  Abhinav Pandey IV A I

 
Atharv         
    

IV B II

 
Anurag
    

IV D  III

FLAT 50 M
  GIRLS 

Varuni IV B I

  Aadhya Gupta IV C II

  Maira Agarwalla IV D III

HURDLE RACE
  BOYS

Shani IV C I

 
Shivansh
  Joshi

IV A II

  Aarav  IV B III

HURDLE RACE GIRLS Yashvi IV A I

  Aaradhya Malani IV C II

  Anvi Khurana IV E III

FLAT 50 M BOYS  Sarthak Sahu V B I

Nihit V E II

Hridayam MehTa V C III

FLAT 50 M GIRLS Eva Joshi V E I

  Mishthi Raghav V D II

  Kashvi Narang V B III

50X4 RELAY
  BOYS

Aditya Tiwari , Dev,  Ansh, Ayush Gupta V B I

 
Kunal, Aarav Jain,
  Hridhan Sah, Viraj Kandpal

V C II

  Vijval, Shivansh, Pranit, Bhavishya V E III

FLAT 50 MTR X 4 RELAY GIRLS
Ananya Singh, Aarna Singh, Aileena,
  Kashvi Takkar 

V B I

 
Siddhi Aggarwal,
  Mishika Rai, Kavya, Srishti Thakur

V D II

  Misheeta, Jivika, Bableen, Trisha V E III


